NOTICES OF BIOGRAPHICAL MEMOIRS

The following biographical memoirs has been published by the Academy since the last notices of such memoirs appeared in the December, 1916, number of the PROCEEDINGS.


This Memoir follows the life-work of Alfred M. Mayer according to the outline: Ancestry, Early Self-education, Friendship with Joseph Henry, Successive College Positions, varied scientific interests and publications, 'Mayer's Law for Human Audition', Interest in Natural History, Magnetic Studies, Foreign Visits, Inactive Middle Period, and Fruitful Close of Life. A bibliography of 76 titles concludes the Memoir.

This Memoir recounts the life-work of Edward S. Holden: Early Education, West Point and Army Service, Appointment at the U. S. Naval Observatory, the Great Nebula in Orion, Popular Articles and Textbooks, Librarian in U. S. Naval Observatory, Work at the University of Wisconsin, Solar Eclipse of May 6, 1883, Transfer to the Lick Observatory, and Up-building of its Staff, Photography of the Moon, Librarian of the U. S. Military Academy at West Point. The numerous titles of his contributions cover 15 pages.